
Mersey T&O Registrar Teaching Feedback Summary 

Thank you for giving your time to organise and deliver a teaching session for Mersey T&O trainees.
Please find your feedback from the session detailed below:

Date: 22/02/2019
Topic: Spinal Infections and Tumours

Number Attended: 29

Quantitative Feedback Scored from 0 (poor) to 5 (excellent)
Average Minimum Maximum

Overall Session Score: 4.6 3 5

Speaker 1: Surya Gandham Presenter Knowledge: 4.5 3 5
Presentation Content: 4.6 3 5

Presentation Style: 4.5 3 5

Speaker 2: Shreya Srinivas Presenter Knowledge: 4.7 3 5
Presentation Content: 4.7 3 5

Presentation Style: 4.6 3 5

Speaker 3: Mr De Matas Presenter Knowledge: 4.8 4 4
Presentation Content: 3.0 2 5

Presentation Style: 5.0 1 5

Qualitative Feedback
What were the good points? What could be improved?
Pre reading was very useful - case based discussions useful Mcqs to be past questions or verified to show what they are like in the exam
Useful Coffee
Good discussions Nil
Shreya talk -
Good spine overview Parking 
Mcq and emw good. Shreya's talk was very concise and useful Points as discussed at the end. 
Good topics Nothing 
Spinal infection presentation good summarised points Na
Pre-reading materials. Shreya is a fantastic organiser and teacher Send out presentations to be put on website 
Quiz really good thanks! Continue in this vein - questions/ exam focused teaching. Cases. Thanks. 
Discussion of cases Nil
Good mcq practice more lectures 
All exam relevant. Liked idea of mcq. Covered all critical CBDs. Any real pt examination. to see how to do do spine exam. 
Good organisation, relevant MCQ to help with exam preparation More relevant exam references.

Having the papers in advance is great thank you. The three session block was very well organised. Much appreciated. As per discussion, collecting previous exam stations and practicing these even
 if not on real patients but other trainees acting.

X rays and MRI scan teaching .
The quiz & the cases A greater focus on exam questions 

Good case based examples. Good lecture on tumours, well formatted for exam Cases taking format of exam... likely questions, salient history and examination
points.

A good module. Practice exam questions and real case discussions. N/a
Very good and relevant lectures with Q&A seesions. Nothing
Case Based Discussions around common presentations that might come up in FRCS is useful. N/a
Covered common topics for exams. Found MCQs helpful Nil
The methods used to try maximise information retention such as the MCQs 
and cases were excellent. Maybe another similar activity towards the end 

The quiz & the cases A greater focus on exam questions 
Good cases ...
Good session on infection with useful take home points. Some of the session lacked a bit of substance. 
The MCQs were very helpful to focus on the technique and some of the topics we may encounter. Cases could really have done with some more context to add to the educational value. 
Good overview Further time 

The exam focus was good and topics were succinct in the first two presentations.

The last presentation focused excessively on deriding other specialties and 
services. The style of delivery undermined the talks. The interactions of the faculty
was unprofessional at times. Comments made to the 2nd speaker were 
quite disrespectful. I was uncomfortable

If you would like further information please email the 58 society webmaster - David Hawkes (daveh_11@yahoo.co.uk) or Mohammed As-Sultany (msultany@doctors.org.uk)


